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Abstract
This manuscript presents a framework to investigate the variability in the effectiveness
of psychological interventions supported by Machine Learning (ML) based early-warning
systems (EWS) in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education. It
emphasizes the importance of investigating the resulting variability and suggests that
effective EWS cannot be designed without a deeper understanding of the variability.
The framework uses an ML-based model to predict students’ academic performance
early in the semester for a Sophomore-level Computer Science course at a public
university in the United States. The students were given psychological interventions by
sending their end-of-term performance forecast thrice during the semester. A
randomized control trial was designed to determine whether interventions made an
overall positive impact on students’ academic performance and whether there was
variability in its impact. Results suggested that although interventions improved
academic performance, they were not equally effective at different performance levels
and that students at the same level reacted differently to these interventions.
1 Introduction 1
While the number of new jobs that require science, technology, engineering, and 2
mathematics (STEM) knowledge is increasing in the United States of America (U.S.), 3
the attrition rate in post-secondary STEM fields remains high [1–4]. A report published 4
by the U.S. Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics 5
identified students’ poor academic performance as the critical factor responsible for the 6
high attrition rate [2]. The students’ performance in the first few years of college was 7
identified to be crucial for progression into subsequent years [5–9]. A large-scale 8
systemic change was proposed to overcome the problem of poor academic 9
achievement [1, 10]. However, such a solution would bring slow changes, cost a lot, and 10
need to be tailored to individual institution’s requirements [11]. Thus, there was an 11
imminent need for a new cost-effective solution that required minimum systemic 12
changes. 13
A feasible solution is to apply various types of interventions, such as active learning 14
strategies to improve in class learning [12], light-touch interventions to improve learning 15
outside the classroom [13], building STEM learning community to address both 16
cognitive and social-psychological aspects of the learning process [14,15]. The 17
psychological interventions are an effective and inexpensive alternative that can be 18
applied early during the semester [7, 11,16]. It includes growth-mindset interventions 19
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delivered via online sessions and early-warning interventions delivered by sending 20
periodic warning messages. These interventions employ nudges to improve academic 21
achievement, which relies on the analysis of human behavior, for example, habits, 22
routines, and biases in normal decision-making [17]. Nudges can be used in an academic 23
setting, for example, by sending an email to the student informing them of their 24
end-of-term performance forecast [16] to improve academic achievement, and thus 25
increasing the retention rate [11]. Social Cognitive Theory supports the Early-warning 26
systems (EWS) and shows that students’ non-cognitive psychological factors, such as 27
motivation, play a critical role in improving their academic performance [18,19]. 28
The EWS requires student-profiles to deliver psychological interventions. Student 29
test scores and cognitive factors have been used to create student-profiles as it correlates 30
well with the student’s performance [20–22]. The EWS that provide psychological 31
interventions periodically throughout the semester needs to maintain dynamic 32
student-profiles using cost-effective techniques. The recent advancements in Artificial 33
Intelligence (AI) has made it possible to automate student profiling early during the 34
semester [7, 23–27]. However, AI-based interventions require Machine Learning (ML) 35
based predictive models. These models use students’ current performance data, such as 36
academic scores, at the beginning of the semester to predict what the student’s 37
performance (e.g., bad or good) will be at the end of the semester, thereby building 38
student profiles automatically. The ML-based early intervention systems have emerged 39
as a cost-effective and scalable solution to generate student profiles multiple times to 40
increase students’ motivation and engagement to improve their academic achievement 41
and, thus, increasing the retention rate [7, 11,28]. However, the ML-based approaches 42
have not been used to study the variability of the resulted influence. 43
Most of the previous ML-based predictive models either predicted final numeric 44
total scores, grades, or failure/pass status [25,29]. For improving the predictive 45
accuracy, these approaches used specialized grading systems such as standard-based 46
grading. Uskov et al. [29] developed an ML-based mechanism that used students’ 47
academic performance as features to predict the final total scores or final grades. 48
However, it only made one prediction based on all other features. Marbouti et al. [25] 49
proposed an ML-based solution for making binary (at-risk or pass) periodic predictions. 50
Students who obtained failing grades, i.e., lower grades than C, such as D, W, or F, 51
were labeled as at-risk [27]. Its goal was to intervene and retain only at-risk students by 52
preventing them from failing or dropping out of the course. However, this type of 53
approach suffers from three limitations: (i) it is not enough to ensure that at-risk 54
students obtain only passing grades for long-term retention [30], (ii) it is essential to 55
make interventions to students who are forecasted to obtain B or C grade for increasing 56
the graduation rate [31], and (iii) it uses standards-based grading, which is challenging 57
to generalize across institutions. Thus, predictions at a fine-grained level were necessary 58
to overcome these limitations. 59
Additionally, the efficacy of the ML-based EWS is not well understood [32,33]. 60
The variability in the effectiveness of interventions on students at different performance 61
levels is mostly unknown. For example, it is not clear whether early interventions work 62
only on students at the risk of failure or also on those who are not performing well but 63
not necessarily at the risk of failing? Do these interventions only positively impact 64
at-risk students and other groups, or could it impact students negatively and why? It is 65
clear why some students become proactive after receiving an intervention while others 66
do not? 67
There is no one-size-fit-for-all intervention to influence all students. Without any 68
scientific understanding of these questions, the use of ML-based EWS as a generalized 69
approach to improve undergraduate STEM education is likely to be unsuccessful. Thus, 70
there was a critical need to investigate variability in the effectiveness of such early 71
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interventions. The study aims to determine the variability in the effectiveness of 72
psychological interventions given to the students early during the semester, and takes 73
the first step towards building an effective EWS. We hypothesized that early 74
interventions improve the academic performance of Computer Science undergraduate 75
students (Hypothesis 1). We also hypothesized that variability exists in the 76
effectiveness of the interventions (Hypothesis 2). Due to students’ socioeconomic and 77
psychological experiences it is possible that the predictions will have non-uniform 78
influence at different performance levels as well as the same performance levels. 79
This novel research work contributes in two ways as follows: 80
• A framework is proposed to investigate the variability in the effectiveness of early 81
interventions 82
• Knowledge is added in the area of automated early-warning systems using 83
machine learning based predictive models 84
2 Methods 85
2.1 Intervention System 86
The ML-based framework by [23] was used to make periodic predictions at a 87
fine-grained level for an undergraduate course. The model used current performance 88
data of students to make predictions during the semester to assign them to one of the 89
four groups in the future (by the end of the semester). Students were sent the 90
predictions via a course management system. The instructor notified the students via 91
an email when a prediction was released, as shown in Figure 1. Students were expected 92
to log-in to the course management system to read their prediction, as illustrated in 93
Figure 2. The automated ML-based prediction system to send interventions to students 94
is described as follows: 95
2.1.1 Dataset 96
The final grading evaluation was based on weekly quizzes, homework assignments, 97
midterm, and final exams. The performance data was collected from 472 students who 98
were enrolled in the undergraduate Computer Science course between Fall 2015 and 99
2018. The predictions for the class of Fall 2019 were generated, which enrolled 65 100
students. The students were predicted to be in one of the four performance groups 101
based on the criteria listed in Table 1: 102
Table 1. The labeling criteria for each class
Label Grade Criteria
Good grade A ≥ 90%
Ok grade B 80% ≤ grade < 90%
Prone-to-Risk grade C 70% ≤ grade < 80%
At-Risk below grade C grade < 70%
2.1.2 Features 103
Course performance datasets are most effective when used as features for building 104
predictive models [25]. Therefore, the performance data available to instructors for the 105
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Fig 1. Email to the class notifying the release of a forecasted prediction
Fig 2. An example of a prediction forecast listed on the course management system
Table 2. Features and Prediction Timeline.
First prediction Quiz 1 – 3 & Homework
1, 2
Week 1 – 6
Second prediction Quiz 1 – 5 & Homework
1, 2, 3 & Midterm 1
Week 1 – 9
Third prediction Quiz 1 – 7 & Homework
1, 2, 3, 4 & Midterm 1
Week 1 – 12
course under consideration were used as features. Exploratory Data Analysis was 106
performed to select the features based on their correlation with the final grade was 107
computed. Features with correlation values over 0.45 were used for training the models 108
and generating three predictions, as described in Table 2. 109
2.1.3 Hybrid ML-based prediction 110
The ML-based framework in [23] addressed two challenges associated with a lack of data 111
and features during early predictions. It made optimal classification when features were 112
scarce. It did not perform four-class classification in a single step; instead, it singled out 113
the groups successively in the order of their increasing importance. First, it identified 114
the most critical group, i.e., at-risk group. Then, it identified the other three groups. 115
The hybrid ML-based prediction framework is depicted in Figure 3. 116
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Fig 3. Hybrid ML Prediction Framework Pipeline [23]
The framework performed feature selection in Task 1, as described in 2.1.2. The 117
selected features during Task 2 found the optimal four-class/binary classifier and the 118
corresponding ML-based model. The classifier was selected based on the high recall and 119
precision in the at-risk group. In Task 3, it predicted the at-risk students by using the 120
optimal classifier in Task 2. The goal of Task 4 was to find the optimal ML model for 121
three-class classification similar to [24] that predicted: class 1 (grade A), class 2 (grade 122
B), and class 3 (grade C or below). In Task 5, the hybrid classifier took the three 123
classes from Task 4 and the at-risk students from Task 3 and isolated the at-risk 124
students from class 3 such that it only contained grade C students. The pipeline output 125
was four predicted classes that ensured the optimality of the predictions of grade C 126
group (prone to risk) and grade below C group (at-risk) based on Task 3 and 4. The 127
pipeline in Figure 3 executed these tasks 1-5 for each prediction during the semester. 128
2.1.4 Number of Predictions 129
The ML-based hybrid framework made three predictions during the semester. The first 130
prediction was made at week 6 for alerting students before the midterm exams. The 131
second prediction was made at the end of week 9, to enable students to realize how their 132
performance in the midterm and other tasks might influence their final grades. The 133
third prediction was made at the end of week 12 for motivating students to prepare well 134
for the final exam. 135
2.2 Randomized Control Trial (RCT) 136
To examine the variance in the impact of interventions, a clinical trial [34] is performed. 137
While there exists various types of clinical trials, in education research the randomized 138
controlled trials (RCTs) has been used as an effective clinical trial to study the impact 139
of intervention [12,35]. The RCT is an intervention study in which a group of subjects 140
with similar characteristics are randomized to receive one of several defined 141
interventions. It intends to find quantitatively the effect of an intervention on a defined 142
outcome. It is a powerful tool for testing a hypothesis. 143
2.2.1 RCT Study Design 144
A RCT parallel-group study is designed in which each participant is randomly assigned 145
to a group, and all the participants in the group receive (or do not receive) an 146
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intervention. This study was conducted on a sophomore level STEM undergraduate 147
major course in Computer Science at a large public university in US. Total 65 enrolled 148
students took part in this study by signing an informed consent form. The study was 149
approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB #: 20180118001EX). 150
A flowchart of the methodology used in the study is shown in Figure 4. First, the 151
ML-based predictive framework [23] generates performance predictions three times 152
during the semester; on week 6, 9 and 12. These predictions are used to create early 153
interventions. The intervention messages containing students’ performance forecast are 154
sent via the course management system (in Figure 2). On week 6, when the first 155
prediction is generated, 50% students were randomly selected to provide interventions 156
(32 students), while the remaining 50% (33 students) did not receive interventions. At 157
the end of the semester the impact of the interventions was determined by performing a 158
statistical significance test. In addition to this, the effect size of the interventions, 159
confidence interval, statistical power as well as the variability in effectiveness of 160
interventions were determined. 161
Fig 4. Randomized Control Trial (RCT) Parallel-Group Pilot Study Flowchart
2.2.2 RCT Study Evaluation 162
To evaluate the outcome of the RCT study both its statistical significance and practical 163
significance are determined. 164
Test of Statistical Significance: 165
A statistical test was performed to determine whether the distribution of students into 166
two categories (e.g., pass and fail) in the treatment group deviated significantly from 167
the control group’s distribution. In other words, the test was applied to assess whether 168
the intervention increased the number of students above the threshold score significantly. 169
The aim was to find whether the improvement in the treatment group (i.e., a higher 170
number of students above the threshold score) was purely the result of a chance. The 171
one-tailed binomial test was used as an exact test of the statistical significance of 172
deviations due to the small sample size. The null hypothesis was formulated as 173
follows: 174
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• The difference in the distribution of students between the treatment and control 175
groups is not statistically significant. 176
The null hypothesis is rejected if a significantly larger number of students is observed 177
above the threshold in the treatment group as compared to that of the control group. 178
The probability (p-value) was computed to obtain a total score greater than or equal to 179
the threshold in the treatment group under the null hypothesis (i.e., based on the 180
probability distribution of the control group). A 5% significance level is used (denoted 181
by α) as the cut-off value to determine the probability of finding false negatives or 182
making a Type I error (i.e., wrongly claim the there is an effect when there isn’t). Thus 183
is a p-value less than 5% is observed then there is less than 5% probability that any 184
deviation from expected results (i.e., the distribution is according to the probability 185
distribution of the control group) is due to chance only. In that case, we would reject the 186
null hypothesis and conclude that the intervention made by the performance prediction 187
app is statistically significant. We performed three one-tailed binomial tests for three 188
threshold scores to determine the impact of the intervention at three performance levels. 189
Test of Practical Significance: 190
The practical significance of the results obtained from three one-tailed binomial tests 191
was determined by using the following: effect sizes, confidence interval and 192
statistical power. 193
As a measure of the point estimate of an effect size the risk ratio or relative risk is 194
used. This metric is chosen because the study compared two groups (treatment and 195
control) based on a dichotomous variable (e.g., pass vs. fail). Relative risk is computed 196
by comparing the probabilities of group members being classified into one of the two 197
categories (e.g., pass or fail) in both groups. 198
In addition, the precision of the effect sizes were determined by calculating 199
respective confidence intervals. The confidence level is set at the standard value of 95%. 200
Finally, the statistical power of the study is computed, which provided the 201
probability that the test correctly identified a genuine effect. In other words, it is the 202
probability of rejecting a false null hypothesis or false negative (i.e., probability of not 203
making the Type II error). 204
2.3 Investigating Improved Academic Performance 205
The impact of the intervention was examined using the weighted total score at the end 206
of the semester. Three threshold score values closer to three critical cutoff grade points 207
were chosen to see whether there was a significant increase in the number of students 208
above the threshold scores. The threshold scores used were as follows: 209
• Passing grade cutoff: 64 210
• Letter grade B cutoff: 79 211
• Letter grade A cutoff: 89 212
A statistical significance test as well as practical significance test were performed to 213
determine the impact of the intervention. The weighted total scores were computed at 214
the end of the semester, using all graded components up to week 16. A score threshold 215
was used to identify whether there is a significant increase in the number of students 216
above the threshold score by performing a one-tailed binomial test. Three one-tailed 217
binomial tests were performed for three threshold scores to determine the intervention’s 218
impact at three performance levels. Three binary distributions, i.e., pass or fail, ≥ grade 219
“B” or < “B”, and ≥ grade “A” or < “A” were explored. 220
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2.4 Investigating Variability in the Impact of Predictions 221
The number of students belonging to four performance levels was counted, when the 222
first prediction was sent at week 6 and at the end of semester in week 16. The weighted 223
total score during these two times was used to determine student performance levels. 224
The performance of the students from week 6 to 16 in treatment and control groups was 225
assessed. The four performance-level clusters were determined using the score thresholds. 226
These clusters can be loosely associated with the four performance groups used by the 227
ML-based framework for generating predictions as previously mentioned: Cluster 1 → 228
At-Risk, Cluster 2 → Prone-To-Risk, Cluster 3 → Ok, and Cluster 4 → Good. 229
• Cluster 1: Weighted Score < 64 230
• Cluster 2: Weighted Score ≥ 64 and < 79 231
• Cluster 3: Weighted Score ≥ 79 and < 89 232
• Cluster 4: Weighted Score ≥ 89 233
The following two tasks were performed to identify groups with variability in the 234
effectiveness of the interventions. These tasks were conducted in both groups. 235
Task 1: To determine whether students at one performance level transitioned to other 236
levels between Week 6 and 16. The transition probability matrix between the first and 237
last prediction was computed. Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) metric [36] was 238
used to quantitatively analyze the difference between the transition probabilities of four 239
clusters between the two groups. It measured the similarity between transition 240
probability distributions of the clusters for the treatment and the control groups. 241
Task 2: To determine the distribution of transitions from one performance level to other 242
levels between Week 6 and 16. The uncertainty in the distribution in the transitions 243
across the two predictions was computed. Entropy was used as a measure of uncertainty. 244
Shannon’s entropy [37] was used as it can measure the expected uncertainty of a 245
random variable (COMMENT: citation needed. Also, I would add a block diagram 246
showing the step-by-step procedure of the whole methodology followed in conduting 247
your research.) (COMMENT HASAN: citation is provided and the flow-chart diagram 248
is added in Figure 4) 249
3 Results 250
The hypothesis and variability in the effectiveness of interventions were evaluated. The 251
accuracy of the predictions made by the proposed performance-prediction model was 252
examined. It was a crucial step because the performance of the model could influence 253
hypothesis validation. Low prediction accuracy may undermine the efficacy of the 254
interventions. 255
3.1 Performance of the ML Model 256
The ML-based model generated three predictions during Week 6, 9, and 12. It was not 257
directly possible to evaluate the predictions until the end-of-semester grades were 258
obtained. Thus, 20% of the training data was used to evaluate the performance of the 259
model. 260
In general, the model did not make highly accurate predictions at the beginning, 261
which influenced the validation outcome of the hypothesis, as shown in Table 3. The 262
model was tuned to increase precision and recall for the at-risk group [23]. However, it 263
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Table 3. Performance of Three Predictions
Prediction
1
Prediction
2
Prediction
3
At-Risk
Precision 0.70 0.79 0.88
Recall 0.79 0.90 0.79
F1 0.74 0.84 0.84
Prone-To-Risk
Precision 0.44 0.58 0.58
Recall 0.38 0.52 0.71
F1 0.41 0.55 0.64
Ok
Precision 0.68 0.74 0.81
Recall 0.56 0.59 0.74
F1 0.61 0.66 0.77
Good
Precision 0.66 0.76 0.84
Recall 0.79 0.92 0.88
F1 0.72 0.83 0.86
Overall Accuracy 0.64 0.73 0.78
Table 4. Statistical Significance Test Results at Three Threshold Scores
Threshold
t
Treatment:
#Students ≥
t
Treatment:
#Students <
t
Control:
#Students ≥
t
Control:
#Students <
t
p-value
64 29 3 24 9 0.013
79 22 10 18 15 0.074
89 15 17 11 22 0.077
came at the cost of lower precision and recall for the prone-to-risk group. The model 264
used more features for the later predictions, so the quality of the predictions improved. 265
3.2 Validation of Hypothesis 1: Interventions improve 266
academic performance 267
The three threshold score values were chosen closer to three critical cutoff points: 64, 79, 268
and 89. Table 4 shows the results obtained from the statistical significance test. 269
The number of students above the threshold 64 (i.e., “pass” students) was higher in 270
the treatment group (Figure 5), and this improvement was statistically significant at a 271
5% significance level (p-value = 0.013). 272
For the threshold 79 (cutoff grade to determine students in the “B” grade region who 273
were labeled as “Ok” students), the number of students above the threshold was higher 274
in the treatment group (Figure 5). However, the p-value was 0.074, indicating that there 275
was about 7% probability that the increase in the number of “Ok” students was purely 276
a result of chance. This improvement was statistically significant at a 10% significance 277
level. Similar observation was made for the threshold 89 that represented the cutoff 278
grade for students in the “A” grade region who were labeled as “Good” students. The 279
improvement was statistically significant at a 10% significance level (p-value = 0.077). 280
Additionally, the substantive or practical significance for the RCT was 281
evaluated using the Relative Risk (RR), as a measure of the effect size. The RR for the 282
three thresholds, i.e., 64, 79, and 89 scores, were 0.34, 0.69, and 0.80, respectively, as 283
shown in Table 5. All three RR values were <1, indicating that the intervention 284
reduced the number of students below the threshold compared to the control group. We 285
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Fig 5. Number of Students above Three Thresholds (64, 79 & 89): Treatment &
Control Groups
Table 5. Practical Significance Test Results at Three Threshold Scores
Threshold t Relative
Risk
Confidence
Interval
Power
64 0.34 1.05 0.50
79 0.69 0.93 0.18
89 0.80 0.66 0.11
observe that the effect of intervention is the largest at the threshold 64 (lowest RR). In 286
other words, the interventions are more effective to the reduce the number of failing 287
students. However, the confidence interval (CI) for this effect is the highest. We observe 288
that as the effect decreases for the other two thresholds, their CI reduces. 289
We also compute the power for three thresholds. We observe that intervention at 290
threshold 64 has the highest power 0.50. However, at the other two thresholds the 291
interventions are under-powered. 292
Thus, it was concluded that the improvement observed in the treatment group was 293
not due to chance alone. This conclusion validated our hypothesis 1. 294
3.3 Validation of Hypothesis 2: Variability exists in the 295
effectiveness of the interventions 296
The following two tasks were performed on both the treatment and control groups to 297
validate this hypothesis. There are two related questions that we investigated. 298
• Does variability exist at different performance levels? 299
• Does variability exist at the same performance level? 300
Task 1: Determine whether students at one performance level transition to other 301
performance levels between Week 6 and 16: Table 6 shows the cluster transition 302
probability matrix between week 6 (rows) and week 16 (columns). In general, variability 303
exited in the effectiveness of the interventions. This variability was more prominent 304
among the Cluster 1, 2, and 3 (which were loosely associated with At-Risk, 305
Prone-To-Risk, and Ok groups): 306
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There was a 40% probability of students in Cluster 1 to improve their scores by 307
moving to Cluster 2. However, these students showed a 60% probability to remain in 308
the same cluster. There was a 25% probability of students in Cluster 2 to improve their 309
scores by moving to Cluster 3. However, these students represented the highest 310
tendency with a 75% probability to remain in the same cluster. There was a 36% 311
probability of students in Cluster 3 to improve their scores by moving to Cluster 4. 312
However, there was a 54% probability that these students remained in the same cluster. 313
Table 6. Treatment Group: Transition Probability Matrix (Week 6 → Week 16)
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Entropy
Cluster 1 0.60 0.40 0.0 0.0 0.67
Cluster 2 0.0 0.75 0.25 0.0 0.56
Cluster 3 0.0 0.09 0.54 0.36 0.91
Cluster 4 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.92 0.29
The transition probability matrix from the treatment group was compared with the 314
control group, as reported in Table 7. The main difference was in the non-zero values 315
below the diagonal of the two matrices indicating performance degradation, i.e., the 316
increased likelihood of moving from high- to low-performance clusters. The sum of the 317
probabilities below the diagonal in the control group matrix was 56%, which was 318
significantly larger than 17% probability in the treatment group. In the control group, 319
the primary source of downward dragging was Cluster 2. The performance of students 320
of Cluster 2 declined, as evident from their transition to Cluster 1 with a 43% 321
probability. Also, an increased probability of performance decline in Cluster 4 was 322
noticed in which students transition to Cluster 2 with a 13% probability. 323
Table 7. Control Group: Transition Probability Matrix (Week 6 → Week 16)
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Entropy
Cluster 1 0.67 0.33 0.0 0.0 0.64
Cluster 2 0.43 0.29 0.29 0.0 1.07
Cluster 3 0 .0 0.0 0.55 0.44 0.69
Cluster 4 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.88 0.38
The JSD values, shown below, measures the similarity between transition probability 324
distributions of the clusters for the treatment and the control groups. 325
• Cluster 1: 0.05 326
• Cluster 2: 0.45 327
• Cluster 3: 0.18 328
• Cluster 4: 0.05 329
The JSD was the highest between Cluster 2 of the two groups, which indicated that 330
intervention made the most difference among Cluster 2 students of the treatment group. 331
In general, there existed a tendency among students belonging to a cluster to remain in 332
the same cluster. It was observed that interventions could disrupt this tendency, 333
especially in low-performance clusters. However, it was not equally effective across all 334
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performance clusters. Thus, there existed variability of the effectiveness in the 335
interventions across different performance levels. 336
Task 2: Determine how distributed were the transitions from one performance level to 337
other levels between Week 6 and 16: The last column of Table 6 showed the entropy of 338
each row of the transition probability matrix in the treatment group. There was 339
significant uncertainty in most of the performance levels. The highest uncertainty exists 340
in Clusters 1 and 3. The students belonging to these two clusters did not transition to a 341
single cluster with more than 40% probability. Students of these clusters diverge in their 342
destination, albeit they received the same signal about their predicted performance for 343
the end of the semester. Thus, there existed a variability even at the same performance 344
level, meaning that students at the same performance level react differently to the 345
intervention. 346
The results obtained from task 1 and 2 validated our hypothesis 2. 347
4 Student Feedback 348
A general user survey was conducted on the preliminary version of the proposed app at 349
the end of the Fall 2019 semester and asked students about its usefulness and 350
engagement with the app. About 87% of the students who used the app in Fall 2019 351
reported that the interventions helped improve their performance. 352
5 Discussion 353
The work in this manuscript used previously-obtained students’ scores to forecast 354
performance at a fine-grained level and to overcome a few limitations mentioned in [23]. 355
For example, a student’s current performance data (e.g., scores of the graded tasks) 356
were used to predict a group, such as A, B, C, or below C grade, each student will 357
belong to in the future. The periodic prediction of fine-grained performance level is 358
expected to help students to track their future performance. For example, through 359
periodic predictions, a grade B, or C, or at-risk student would know how their current 360
efforts will shape their future performance and help them strategize efforts accordingly. 361
RCT was designed to examine the variance in the impact of interventions [34]. RCTs 362
have been previously used for similar purpose [12, 35]. A group of subjects with similar 363
characteristics was randomized to receive one of several defined interventions. The pilot 364
RCT used an ML-based predictive model of [23] to make predictions thrice early 365
interventions during the semester at four performance levels. Only 50% of the students 366
were randomly selected to provide interventions. The messages containing students’ 367
performance forecasts were sent via the course management system. The impact and the 368
variability in the effectiveness of interventions were assessed at the end of the semester. 369
Making multiple predictions at a fine-grained level was challenging. Specifically, it 370
was difficult to make optimal predictions at an early stage of the semester when student 371
performance scores were scarce. An ML-based classifier could make accurate 372
classification if a large number of datasets were used to train the classifier with many 373
informative features. However, in a typical university course, an instructor does not 374
usually have much historical data for training a classifier. A course could be taught by 375
multiple instructors, who may use different evaluation techniques or difficulty level. 376
Thus, a normalized set of historical data was not available, and students’ academic 377
scores were limited at the beginning of the semester. 378
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A high entropy was observed in the transition from Cluster 1 in the treatment group. 379
Observing high entropy in Cluster 1 was contrary to our expectation because this 380
Cluster contained students who were at a high risk of failure. It showed that the 381
interventions did not work for 60% of students in Cluster 1 (Table 6). 382
Although the entropy of Cluster 2 was slightly lower than that of Cluster 1, the 383
strong inertia of Cluster 2 students to remain in the same Cluster (with 75% 384
probability) was surprising. Cluster 2 students obtained scores between 64 ≥ and < 79. 385
Most of these poorly-performing students did not react to the intervention positively, 386
which could be due to inaccurate forecasting received by these students. 387
It was expected that the entropy of Cluster 4 would be low because this Cluster 388
contained students who obtained scores > 89. However, it was not clear why there 389
exists high entropy in Cluster 3 that contained students mostly in the “B” grade range 390
(scores between 79 ≥ and < 89). 391
We believe that a more accurate forecasting model might smooth out some 392
inconsistencies. However, it might not account for the varying impact of the 393
interventions. In other words, there might be some intrinsic factors (e.g., 394
socio-psychological background of students) that may contribute to this variability. The 395
interventions are given to the students without considering the possible intrinsic factors. 396
We conjecture that by customizing the interventions based on the intrinsic factors, it 397
may be possible to reduce the observed variability and thereby to increase the impact of 398
interventions. 399
6 Conclusion and Future Work 400
This article emphasized the importance of investigating the variability in the 401
effectiveness of interventions generated by the ML-based early-warning systems in 402
STEM undergraduate education. The ML-based forecasting models could identify 403
poorly performing students early during the semester. These identified students could 404
be given early interventions by sending forecasts of their future performance to help 405
improve scores. Due to the low implementation cost, these EWS are easily scalable 406
nationwide to build a competitive STEM workforce. Despite the promise these systems 407
offer, there is a lack of understanding of their efficacy. 408
A framework was built to investigate the variability in the effectiveness of early 409
interventions. As part of this framework, a randomized control trial was designed. The 410
results showed that while interventions make an overall positive impact on students’ 411
academic performance, there is variability in its impact. We found that interventions at 412
different performance levels are not equally effective and that students at the same level 413
react differently to the intervention. 414
6.1 Conclusions 415
Two conclusions were drawn from this research work as follows: 416
• Early interventions can improve academic performance. 417
• There exists variability in the effectiveness of interventions, i.e., students from the 418
same performance level do not react to the same intervention message coherently 419
and, therefore, not equally benefitted. 420
6.2 Future Work 421
Further investigations are necessary to understand the variability in the effectiveness of 422
interventions. We plan to conduct a clinical trial with a larger sample size to increase 423
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statistical power Besides, it would be useful to identify the hidden factors that cause the 424
variability in the effectiveness of the interventions, such as noncognitive factors, and the 425
impact of such interventions. 426
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